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Total Number of 

Students              

60

Date : 24.02.14 A1 Subject Knowledge

A2 Preparation for class

A3 Explaining & communicationin in the class

A4 Attitude towards students

A5 Tolerance of dis-agreement

A6 Ranking of the class
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Number of students participated  : 44

Over all percentage: 99.50

Khan sir  is excellent in the subjct because his teaching process is very realistic and this process helps us for our future.

Comments by students

Sir, you are the master piece of teachers. I think you are the god of teaching. You teaching style is so innovative and well.

Khan sir teaching is excellent, mind blowing and interesting, iûeþ  BIITM e iaêVûeê Best  iûeþ
Enjoyable and Learning

Khan sir is very well caceered

All is well

Interesting classes

Khan sir teaching style very well.

Thank you sir, for giving such kind of practical oriented classes. 

Sir is very good

Very interesting class and we are enjoyable a lot. We want more classes. Very easy and understanding examples.

Very nice classes.

Outstanidng classes. Good coordianation with student, very very enjouable classes.
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Observation by Principal

Suggestion by Principal 

Sir is very good in this subject

Sir, we need some more topic focus study than example.

I love to sit in his classes.

Khan sir should teach all our subjects

He is a good faculty. He provides more knowledge to us.

Sir is teaching excellent

Khan sir teaching style is excellent.

Good

The classes are very much interesting, sir is give very usefull examples and realy I am enjoyable.


